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The aim of this work is to provide an up-to-date comprehensive review of the peer-reviewed articles, the research
projects and the entrepreneurial efforts that consider the utilization of blockchain technology in the energy sector
in general and the power grid in particular. Through our review study we systematically classify existing applications of blockchain technology in the energy sector according to their ﬁeld of activity. The comprehensive and
holistic picture provided aims to contribute to the body of knowledge of the applicability of blockchain technology within the energy sector and pave the way for further research in this ﬁeld.

1. Introduction
Blockchain technology already counts at least two decades of existence. However, it was not until recently that it drew the wide attention
of both academia and the industry.
The aim of this paper is to present, through a comprehensive review,
existing and emerging ways in which the energy industry may exploit the
methodology and practice of the blockchain technology. Our goal is to
present efforts coming from both the scientiﬁc community and the industry. This article may be also considered as a brief synopsis and
annotation in principle of the possibilities of coupling energy with
crypto-currencies and blockchain technology.
The basic value of the blockchain is directly related to the concept
of trust. Blockchain is a decentralized database that allows entities to
interact without trusting each other. People and organizations have
the ability to trade directly with each other, without banks or any
other brokerage organization in the middle, as is the case with conventional transactions. Because of this, the blockchain is expected to
change the way we perform global value transactions. Therefore, it is
important to explore what this new technology may offer in the energy
sector. It is apparent that in this work we will focus on energy transactions and power grid operation in general, instead of pure monetary
transactions.
We should point out that although we almost exclusively consider the
power grid, we believe that the facts presented and the lessons learned as
well as the concluding remarks apply to other energy sectors as well, with
no particular difﬁculty.
During the past three years a plethora of related review studies
have been published in respectful peer review journals. They include

Refs. [1-11] and prove that blockchain activities in the energy sector
are of signiﬁcant scientiﬁc interest. Please note that these reviews
mainly focus on activities coming from start-up companies and big
technology ﬁrms.
This study aims to contribute to the body of knowledge of blockchain
technology within the energy sector. The main contribution of the current work is that, compared to the previous works published, it provides
 freshness, presenting an up-to-date review,
 a systematic study focusing on research trends and not only entrepreneurial efforts, in the intersection of energy industry and blockchain technology and
 categorization and correlation of the recently published research
articles.
We should point out that the technical details of blockchain technology are not considered in the present work. For an excellent brief
description of the blockchain protocol and beyond, the reader is referred
to Ref. [12] as well as to the ﬁrst part of Ref. [2].
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In the next section we
provide the basic concepts and develop the required background on
blockchain and the next generation power grids and the challenges
they both pose. Our review starts in section 3 where we present a
review of recent review studies similar to the one presented in this
paper. Section 4 contains a review of related papers that recently
appeared in scientiﬁc journals after peer review. Section 5 brieﬂy
presents the associated EU funded projects and in section 6 other
related major and promising efforts. Our concluding remarks can be
found in section 7.
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2. Motivation, Concepts and general background

The same query utilized at CORDIS (http://cordis.europa.eu)
revealed the 25 projects funded by the European Commission under the
Horizon 2020 Research and Innovation program. These R&D projects are
listed below with their acronyms followed by their titles, ordered by
cordis based on their precision to the keywords. The time distribution of
these projects is graphically depicted in Fig. 2.
SettleMint The distributed Blockchain middle-ware that allows
business worldwide to build business solutions with Blockchain
technology.
NewTREND New integrated methodology and Tools for Retroﬁt
design towards a next generation of ENergy efﬁcient and sustainable
buildings and Districts.
EENVEST Risk reduction for Building Energy Efﬁciency investments.
SpecEMS Spectral Energy Management System for appliance-level
analytics, control, and microgrid renewables trading.
GET Green Energy Tracker. The international tracking system for
guarantees of origin, green energy certiﬁcates and green labels
eDREAM enabling new Demand REsponse Advanced, Market oriented and Secure technologies, solutions and business models.
Pop Machina Collaborative production for the circular economy; a
community approach.
CoordiNet Large scale campaigns to demonstrate how Transmission
System Operators (TSOs)-Distribution System Operators (DSOs) shall act
in a coordinated manner to procure grid services in the most reliable and

2.1. Motivation and existing interests
It is already widely accepted, and perhaps rather obvious, that
blockchain will most probably disrupt the energy sector signiﬁcantly.
Nevertheless, we attempt here to somehow verify the level of signiﬁcance
expected in several manners, quantify in any possible way and brieﬂy
characterize it in general terms.
We start with peer-reviewed publications by issuing on June 17, 2019
a query at Scopus (http://www.scopus.com) for publications that contain
both “blockchain” AND “energy” in their “Article” or “Abstract” or
“Keyword” ﬁelds which returned a total of 463 documents. Their distribution according to their scientiﬁc subject, country, keyword (besides
“energy” or “blockchain”) and year published is given in Fig. 1. We easily
notice the apparent rapid increase in the number of related publications
and an interesting keyword distribution where several keywords (like
“security” and “privacy”) do not appear as frequently as expected. It is
worth to point out that besides China and the USA there is world-wide
spread of interest.
We issued the same query on July 23, 2019 and on December 29,
2019 which returned 557 and 816 documents respectively. This suggests
that the scientiﬁc interest in blockchain for energy runs at roughly 2
publications per day.

Fig. 1. Subject (a), country (b), keyword (c) and year (d) distribution of publications recovered. Blue and red colors indicate results from the Scopus query on June 17,
2019 and on December 30, 2019, respectively.
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meets the grid, competes with it, disrupts it and generally acts in ways
that stress and test its traditional mode of operation.
The most important changes that are already happening on the power
network are the following:
 The production is unpredictable and variable due to an increase in the
share of renewable energy sources.
 The transmission and distribution become more controllable and fault
tolerant due to network digitization.
 Prosumers (entities that both produce and consume energy) have the
active dual role of both producer and consumer.
 Loads become more interactive and dynamic.
These changes challenge the traditional way in which utility companies operate. These companies are called upon to respond, to change
and adapt.
An indicative and interesting example (where blockchain is expected
to play a crucial role) of such adaptation is the foreseen adoption [13] of
the Digital Twin concept in the energy industry. Digital twins are software entities that consist of dynamic digital replications of physical assets, products and constructions. A view for the digital twins of the power
grid is comprised of the following models.
Business: Optimal power dispatching, on-line power marketing and
trading.
Operational: Optimal power ﬂow distribution, increasing the efﬁciency of the power transmission and distribution, reducing the cost.
Fault/Thermal: Prediction of a potential fault, e.g. overload prediction, optimizing advanced control strategy.
Asset: Asset performance management, health prediction, early fault
detection, performance efﬁciency optimization.
There currently exist few systems that integrate digital twins in the
energy sector, with the Siemens Electrical Digital Twin [14] being one of
them.
We claim that it is not early to systematically examine whether and
how the technology of blockchain can play an effective role in recent and
emerging energy developments. The expected role will be of further interest due to the two-way relationship between energy trading and the
energy cost of running the blockchain algorithms. These algorithms are
based on evidence (for example, Proof-of-Work) which in turn requires
the necessary energy use. It is worth to note that in 2014 energy consumption was 240 kWh per bitcoin [15]. In addition, these energy costs
are almost always paid in a non-cryptographic currency, introducing a
steady downward pressure on the price. The energy cost of consensus
algorithms of modern crypto coins (like Proof-of-Stake, Proof-of-Authority and Proof-of-Capacity) is several thousand times smaller,
but it still remains a very important parameter. Also, they are considered
highly immature especially for public networks, compared to
Proof-of-Work that is used to handle transactions that are worth billions
of USD every day.
We view Blockchain as a distributed system that provides trust among
different and independent parties. It allows the creation of distributed
peer-to-peer (P2P) networks, where members of no conﬁdence can
interact without a trusted intermediary in a veriﬁable way [16]. Using
blockchain, microgrids can be made more robust by using a distributed
database, in the form of a common accounting book, to manage transactions. This resilience may also be related to the strengthening of these
networks in the face of electronic attacks and the strengthening of them
on the solidarity side. These transactions may include transactions in
electricity, money transactions or even the recording of power ﬂows in
the network [17].
The above facts and arguments already developed a common belief
that blockchain technology can make a signiﬁcant contribution to the
development of local energy communities [18]. The creation of these
communities is a priority for many countries.
The P2P mechanism, which is the cornerstone for developing such
communities is not the only blockchain use case already exploited. They

Fig. 2. Time distribution of Horizon 2020 projects.

efﬁcient way.
REFLOW constRuctive mEtabolic processes For materiaL ﬂOWs in
urban and peri-urban environments across Europe.
JUMP2Excel Joint Universal activities for Mediterranean PV integration Excellence.
Place to Plug The Collaborative Blockchain Backed Platform
Bringing Together Disperse Public and Private electric vehicle (EV)
Charging Point Providers and Drivers.
GHOST Safe-Guarding Home IoT Environments with Personalised
Real-time Risk Control.
DEFENDER Defending the European Energy Infrastructures.
PHOENIX Electrical Power System’s Shield against complex incidents
and extensive cyber and privacy attacks.
SealedGRID Scalable, trustEd, and interoperAble pLatform for
sEcureD smart GRID.
CATTLECHAIN 4.0 Enhancing farm productivity and guaranteeing
CATTLE traceability and welfare with blockCHAIN.
Productive4.0 Electronics and ICT as enabler for digital industry and
optimized supply chain management covering the entire product
lifecycle.
MANTIS Cyber Physical System based Proactive Collaborative
Maintenance.
NGI_TRUST Partnership for innovative technological solutions to
ensure privacy and enhance trust for the human-centric Internet.
MARKET4.0 A Multi-Sided Business Platform for Plug and Produce
Industrial Product Service Systems.
TALENT SWARM 7D Collaborative Work Environment for Project
Lifecycle Management (PLM) of Complex Industrial Assets.
PoSeID-on Protection and control of Secured Information by means
of a privacy enhanced Dashboard.
INTERRFACE TSO-DSO-Consumer INTERFACE aRchitecture to
provide innovative grid services for an efﬁcient power system.
SCOTT Secure COnnected Trustable Things.
SOFIE Secure Open Federation for Internet Everywhere.
We will return to several of these projects with details, comparisons
and discussions later on, in section 5.

2.2. Background and concepts
In recent years we have been monitoring the evolution of power grids
in intelligent networks and lastly in what is called the grid edge.
The truly interesting changes that drive developments in the electricity sector occur at the edges of the network, where the consumer
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account Technological, Economic, Social, Environmental and Institutional dimensions. The development of the framework is based on literature review and expert interviews. Similarly J.N. Wu et al. [11], study
the compatibility of the Energy Internet and blockchain technology. An
overview of the two technologies is introduced and several application
scenarios are presented. Authors conclude with the challenges that still
exist in applying blockchain to the Energy Internet.

may be categorized and presented in several ways. For example Fig. 3
visualizes the level of feasibility and impact of six use cases for power
utilities. According to Ref. [19] these use cases are considered feasible
but with a varying impact, as described by Fig. 3. We will comment on
these use cases in the sections that follow.
3. Similar reviews
As already mentioned our review article is not the ﬁrst and most
probably many others will follow. We next present selected similar review efforts that we have found in publications in both scientiﬁc and grey
literature and brieﬂy comment on them. We split them into two groups.
The ﬁrst one that contains the following publications in scientiﬁc journals [1-4], and the second one that and consists of reports conducted by
advisory groups and contains Refs. [5-10].

3.2. Resource centers
Solarplaza published a report [10] which tracks the progress of all
blockchain implementations in the European energy sector. For every
implementation the report includes a brief description and some additional data such as the blockchain implementation used, the location of
the project and the year in which it was founded.
Indigo Advisory, in an attempt to assess the potential of blockchain in
the energy and utilities industry, provides a list of the global activities,
emerging use cases and startups that are deploying this technology [8].
Among the other interesting ﬁndings, Indigo Advisory summarizes in
Fig. 4 the most common emerging energy blockchain use cases. They
claim that the potential of blockchain could be transformative for the
energy industry.
Resources [5,7] come from PwC, the second largest professional
services ﬁrm in the world. PwC has drafted the study found in Ref. [7] to
analyze the potential impact of blockchain technology on the energy
sector and explore what opportunities it may hold for its customers,
while study [5] presents the results of an internal PwC client survey.
The Energy Futures Initiative (EFI), a not-for-proﬁt organization
focusing on energy technology, policy and business models, provides us
with the policy publication [6]. This paper presents the investment made
on energy-sector blockchain applications and outlines the
blockchain-energy ecosystem of ﬁrms that have developed and use these
applications.
NERA Economic Consulting drafted the [9] report, which aims at
mapping out the challenges and opportunities linked to the use of
blockchain technology by the future energy systems. Report [9] studies
the companies and consortia that are actively investing in blockchain
projects. The conclusion of this report is that more experimentation and
innovation are required before we are sure about the potential value of
blockchain to the electricity sector.
Each one of the above mentioned reviews has its own value and
targets a speciﬁc audience. Extending and updating the work presented
in these reviews, our work focuses on the research trends by giving a
categorization of the published research articles and an overview of the
ongoing research projects funded by the European Commission under the
Horizon 2020 Research and Innovation program.

3.1. Peer-reviewed studies
We start with the review article in Ref. [2] which may be conceptually
divided in two parts. The ﬁrst one contains a lengthy description of
blockchain technology and several distributed consensus algorithms
available today. The second part contains a detailed record and annotation of the most important projects run by companies, utilizing blockchain technology for the energy sector. As mentioned in the introduction
above, in our paper we only provide limited background on blockchain
and we refer the reader to Satoshi’s white paper [12] and other related
publications. It is worth to mention here that the ﬁrst part of Ref. [2] may
be very well considered as a proper introduction to blockchain covering
every need of our readers. Needless to say that there is a plethora of
alternative excellent introductions to blockchain that the reader may
select to rely upon.
Review study [4] provides a wide perspective on the application of
blockchaintechnology in power systems. It provides a summation of the
applications developed until today and discusses future innovative applications. The main technical challenges arising from the application of
blockchain technology to electricity trading, tracing and certiﬁcation are
considered.
Study [3] gives insights into the future energy landscape in the
context of blockchain technology adoption. Literature research and
expert interviews are used to explore this landscape. Interviewees are
industry experts and academics, and their opinions are systematically
studied. The ﬁndings show that the potential of blockchain technology
goes beyond P2P energy trading and the main concerns are linked to
technology maturity and the role of the regulatory frameworks.
Refs. [1,11], unlike the previously mentioned reviews, have a more
tight focus. Ref. [1] aims at exploring not the general potential of
blockchain technology, but the potential challenges of blockchain-based
P2P microgrids, and proposes practical implications for development.
Authors develop an analytic framework for P2P microgrids, taking into

4. Related peer-reviewed publications
Blockchain has been mainly considered in the grey literature. As
graphically depicted in Fig. 5a, only recently blockchain studies have
appeared in peer-review articles. Fig. 5a presents the number of results
returned by Scopus using the queries “blockchain” and “blockchain &
power”. In this section we present selected recent papers, attempting to
categorize them according to the main subject addressed. This categorization has been formed according to the center of gravity of the main
scientiﬁc merit of each article. The result of the categorization is shown
in Table 1 and Fig. 5b. We next present and comment on the papers according to the following categorization.
4.1. Power ﬂow
Power ﬂow (also known as load ﬂow) analysis concerns the steady
operation state with node voltages and branch power ﬂow. It is undertaken for several reasons with network stability being one of the most
important. Power ﬂow is modeled formally through differential

Fig. 3. Blockchain opportunities in the energy sector. (Adapted from Ref. [19])
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Fig. 4. Emerging energy blockchain uses cases according to Indigo Advisory. (Adapted from Ref. [8]).

Fig. 5. Peer-reviewed articles studying blockchain and energy. (a) Number of publications per year retrieved from Scopus (results retrieved on January 2021). (b)
Peer-reviewed publications classiﬁcation.

aggregation step of the OPF solution, M. Foti et al. [21], present a new
consensus algorithm, named Proof-of-OPF, to ﬁnd a solution accepted by
all power grid nodes.
Finally P. Danzi et al. [20], employ a smart contract to achieve voltage
regulation on an LV distribution grid. The distribution grid consists of
several microgrids. A local Distributed Energy Resource (DER) from
every microgrid is elected as a voltage regulator through the smart
contract for every control period. This DER is given incentives to operate
below capacity and provide voltage regulation.
The utilization of blockchain technology for the decentralized safe
operation of a power grid seems rather promising. Related efforts
commonly have a wide multidisciplinary nature and involve both technical and scientiﬁc issues. The unique characteristics of blockchain
technology enable the design of innovative applications, however, the
number of studies published on this subject is still very limited.

Table 1
Categorization of peer-reviewed publications.
Subject

References

Power Flow
Emission Reduction
Energy Markets
Batteries
Demand Response
Electric Vehicles
Security and Privacy
Other

[20-22]
[23-25]
[26-48]
[49,50]
[51-57]
[58-67]
[68-79]
[80-87]

equations and play a vital role in the operation of power grids strongly
affects several of its sectors. Although it is not expected that blockchain
would affect power ﬂow analysis, we have identiﬁed several interesting
results on this subject. Next, we brieﬂy comment on a few of them that
focus on federated grids and their optimal operation.
The work in Ref. [22] presents an architecture for the operation of a
P2P energy market which respects the physical constraints placed by the
grid while maximizing social welfare. Authors use blockchain to coordinate devices and facilitate the aggregation step of the decentralized
optimal power ﬂow algorithm they have used. Distributed energy resources perform a local optimization step and send the results of this step
to a smart contract. This smart contract serves as a coordinator, executing
the last step of the algorithm which is the aggregation of the local optima.
They consider a day-ahead scheduling problem. The implementation is
based on a smart contract deployed on a public test Ethereum network.
M. Foti et al. [21] use blockchain and Alternating Direction Method of
Multipliers to solve the optimal power ﬂow problem in a distributed way.
While E. Münsing et al. [22] have used a smart contract for the

4.2. Emission reduction
The use of blockchain technology for emission reduction in power
grids is studied in Refs. [23-25]. Speciﬁcally K.N. Khaqqi et al. [25],
propose a new Emission Trading Scheme (ETS) that uses blockchain to
face the system’s management and fraud issues while it incorporates a
reputation system to improve the overall efﬁcacy. MultiChain is used as
blockchain implementation. Guarantees of Origin (GoO) is the main
focus of Ref. [23]. Authors there develop an Energy Token Market using
the Ethereum Blockchain and a Smart Contract deployed on it. The
objective of the Smart Contract is to allow people to trade crypto tokens
that mimic GoOs. Finally F. Imbault et al. [24], propose a blockchain
system for green certiﬁcate management and energy monitoring.
The solutions proposed by the studies focusing on the application of
blockchain for emission reduction are straight forward and for the most
part describe the implementation of a token application. Their scientiﬁc
5
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monetary needs for the operation of a real-time uniform price double
auction energy market. Our conclusion in this work is that the monthly
cost for each market participant is not negligible if the market is
deployed on the public Ethereum network. In Ref. [31] a co-simulation
platform is presented, where the state of the art power grid platform
GridLAB-D [88] is utilized for the simulation of the power grid and a
private Ethereum network supported the operation of a real-time uniform price double auction energy market. Large-scale experiments,
simulating up to 1000 households, a wind farm and other generating
facilities are used to leverage blockchain technology for the operation of
energy markets.
A different co-simulation platform is presented in Ref. [27] where
grid simulation platform Mosaik is combined with an Ethereum network
to simulate a decentralized energy market. Both J. Coignard et al. and M.
Foti et al. [27,31] implement decentralized energy markets based on
smart contracts, however they use different market rules and the scale of
their experiments differs signiﬁcantly.
In Ref. [46], a double auction energy market based on blockchain is
presented. In contrast to Refs. [31,36,37] presented earlier J. Wang et al.
[46], implement a P2P energy market, where consumption bids are
matched with generation bids. Different trading strategies that can be
adopted by market participants are discussed but are implemented
externally to blockchain.
In the same manner S.N. Zhao et al. [47], describe a P2P energy
market, where ﬁve smart contracts are implemented for the operation of
the market with the following characteristics:

merit is considered limited, apart from Ref. [25] which enhances emission trading with a market participant reputation system.
4.3. Energy markets
The most popular application of blockchain technology in energy
today is in the ﬁeld of energy markets. The majority of the studies presented in this section investigate the use of this technology for the realization of P2P energy trading.
In Ref. [38] a market design framework is introduced. This
framework consists of seven fundamental components for the efﬁcient
operation of blockchain based microgrid energy markets. These seven
components are: microgrid setup, grid connection, information system,
market mechanism, pricing mechanism, energy management trading
system and regulation. The Brooklyn Microgrid project is used as a
case study and is evaluated according to these seven required
components.
Refs. [26,39,40,42,43,45] focus on P2P energy markets. More speciﬁcally J.J. Sikorski et al. [43], present an M2M (machine to machine)
electricity market where two electricity producers and one electricity
consumer are trading with each other over a blockchain. The
proof-of-concept implementation is presented in the context of the
chemical industry and the physical machines are replaced with simulations of industrial processes. MultiChain is used for the creation and
deployment of a private blockchain. In Ref. [40], energy sellers form a
coalition and they participate in the market as a single entity while
buyers place their bids separately. The electricity market mechanism is
deﬁned in a smart contract which is deployed on an Ethereum network.
Local P2P energy communities are studied in Ref. [45] and the properties
these communities must have, regarding the metered data, in order to
reach social and market acceptance are determined. A design for energy
communities is proposed that ensures accuracy, traceability, privacy and
security.
L. Park et al. [39] compare the unit price of electrical energy provided
by P2P energy simulations to the prices that are currently set by conventional power generation companies. Furthermore, the time to recuperate the initial investment to create a smart home is calculated. Finally
S. Cheng et al. [26], present the design of a framework for a distributed
energy market, while O. Saukh et al. [42] describe how market prosumers can formulate games on a P2P energy trading platform to beneﬁt
from the system and proposes mechanisms for stable microgrid operation. The energy trading platform is implemented on blockchain and the
game theoretic behavior of prosumers is external to it.
In Refs. [28,32,41,48] authors go beyond the economic aspects of
energy transactions and present their concerns on how feasible P2P energy transactions are, since they depend on the voltage distribution
across the network. A methodology preventing the violation of network
constraints under a P2P trading scenario is proposed in Ref. [32]. Authors
claim that the methodology proposed ensures both economic beneﬁts for
the users and safe operation of the power grid. The work in Ref. [41]
presents an application that annotates energy losses to each energy
transaction between a generator and a load while M.L. Di Silvestre et al.
[28] study the issue of power ﬂow tracing and suggest a way to compute
reactive injections. Finally G.Zizzo et al. [48], give technical details on
how the concepts presented in Refs. [28,41] may be implemented on a
blockchain network.
Local Energy Markets (LEMs) based on blockchain are designed and
implemented in Refs. [36,37]. Authors try to answer the question
whether blockchain technology is suitable as LEM’s main ICT technology. A private blockchain and artiﬁcial agents are used to present a
proof-of-concept. A smart contract implements the market mechanism,
which is a uniform price double auction. Simulations with up to 100
households are presented.
In our previous work [30] we implemented an energy market with
common characteristics as the one described in Ref. [36]. We compared
different implementations trying to minimize the computational and

Contract 1 takes care of transaction processing in the call auction
stage,
Contract 2 determines each user’s demand,
Contract 3 schedules the orders,
Contract 4 is responsible for the matchmaking in the continuous
double auction stage,
Contract 5 is the implementation of the transaction settlement
process.
Efﬁcient design of local energy markets in order to enable active
participation of small energy producers is studied in Ref. [29]. These
markets operate in a distributed way using blockchain, avoiding the need
for a central authority. Authors consider the existence of Electric vehicles
(EVs) in the microgrid and of demand response programs that provide
ﬂexibility.
A platform for the operation of a Continuous Double Auction-based
Ancillary Service Market in distribution networks is proposed in
Ref. [44]. Authors design a distributed automated platform to perform
the role of a market authority bypassing the need for a physical central
authority.
Helios, a solar energy distribution system is presented in Ref. [34].
Helios is a system that operates on an Ethereum network utilizing a smart
contract. The smart contract is designed to operate as a market controller
and allow a microgrid to work either in island mode or connected to the
main grid. Smart meters communicate with the smart contract that
generates coins for the solar energy produced and makes the payments
for the energy consumed.
A smart contract that implements a Vickrey second price auction is
introduced in Ref. [33]. The smart contract is deployed on a private
Ethereum network and is responsible for the operation of an energy
market, collecting bids from prosumers and executing the payments.
The main consideration on P2P energy trading, is the feasibility of
this new market structure as far as safe operation of power grid is concerned. Although there is a plethora of studies presenting blockchain
systems for energy markets, it has been recognized [52] that large scale
pilot studies are missing. Also, a systematic evaluation of the competition
on markets that operate over blockchain must be conducted, taking into
account anonymity and privacy issues which are inherent to the blockchain technology (see section 4.7 for details).
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4.4. Batteries

pilot studies are missing for demand response applications also.

The potential, for energy consumers, of battery storage in a local P2P
energy market is the focus of Ref. [49]. Speciﬁcally, authors evaluate the
beneﬁts end-users get in a market design where they are able to exchange
P2P energy in the case of houses having the possibility to either use a
privately owned battery or a community owned battery. Results show a
reduction of up to 31% in the electricity bill.
A concept for efﬁcient sharing of battery systems between neighbors
using a blockchain based distributed controller is proposed in Ref. [50].
The results show that they achieve an increased self-sufﬁciency while
reducing the load of the grid. The implementation is based on a permissioned Ethereum network and Proof-of-Authority is used as the
consensus algorithm.
The papers presented in this subsection belong to the broad category
of sharing resources through blockchain. Blockchain could enable
sharing of resources between multiple users under commonly accepted
rules. Community storage is the case that was studied in the above presented papers. We should point out that it is somewhat surprising that
only a limited number of peer reviewed studies can be found on this
subject compared to the plethora of related articles in grey literature.

4.6. Electric vehicles (EVs)
Refs. [58-67] study possible applications for electric vehicles in a
blockchain enabled grid.
Speciﬁcally T. Zhang et al. [66], describes an electric vehicle charging
system that includes both a prioritization and a cryptocurrency component. The two components are used to provide incentives to EV users to
collectively charge in times with high RES generation. The prioritization
component gives non-monetary incentives while cryptocurrency
component gives monetary incentives to users. Non-monetary incentives
include user saving time and having more ﬂexibility to choose time to
charge over other users. Blockchain is used for the implementation of the
cryptocurrency component.
Rather similarly J. Kang et al. [60], proposes a system for localized
P2P electricity trading among plug-in hybrid electric vehicles (PHEVs). It
essentially proposes the utilization of a consortium blockchain to
accomplish trustful and secure electricity trading. An iterative P2P
non-uniform double auction mechanism is used to specify the price and
amount of energy transactions while maximizing social welfare and
protecting privacy of PHEVs.
X.H. Huang et al [59] present an optimal charging scheduling
framework for EVs. Unlike other scheduling algorithms, authors take into
account the existence of mobile charging vehicles. A consortium blockchain is utilized also in this work to provide security and privacy to the
electricity trading operation. The evaluation of the proposed algorithm
has been done using real charging pile data from Beijing.
The aim of Ref. [63] is to improve voltage stability of the grid while
minimizing charging costs for EV users. An adaptive blockchain-based
electric vehicle participation scheme is proposed to schedule EV charging/discharging demand in order to ﬂatten the impact of consuming/injecting excess amount of energy at the level of transformer
substation.
A model for electric vehicle charging is outlined in Ref. [58]. This
model incorporates lightning network and a smart contract to implement
registration, scheduling, authentication and charging phases of a vehicle.
A security analysis is presented and authors claim that the model meets
the security goals set.
In M. Pustisek et al. [65] authors propose a platform that integrates
electrical vehicles and charging stations and enables a negotiation between them over blockchain.
The preservation of vehicle owners’ privacy is also taken into account
by Ref. [62] which recommends a distributed application for electric
vehicle charging. A smart contract allows vehicles to signal their demand
and receive offers by charging stations using predeﬁned regions without
revealing their exact location.
Results of using Ethereum state channels in the context of an application for an electrical-cars charging company are provided by Ref. [64].
In particular the presented implementation records and handles the
charging process and payments.
Finally, the main focus of Ref. [61] is the design of a lightweight
blockchain client that can handle billing process, while Z.Y. Zhou et al.
[67] proposed a secure and efﬁcient vehicle to grid energy trading
framework based on blockchain and edge computing.
The above presented papers, describe distributed applications that
enable the communication between EVs and between EVs and the power
grid. Some of the beneﬁts that come from blockchain technology are realtime payments using cryptocurrencies, enhanced security and P2P
trading among EVs. These beneﬁts were not feasible with traditional
solutions like dynamic pricing.

4.5. Demand response
Hierarchical frameworks energy Demand Side Management (DSM)
are proposed in Refs. [52,56]. The implementation of these frameworks
are based on P2P exchange of energy and information in real-time
markets. Authors in Ref. [52] focus on how blockchain technology can
be used to improve security and transparency of the distributed energy
system considered, while in Ref. [56] authors study the economic savings, reduction of peak load and increased market efﬁciency in markets
facilitated by blockchain.
In Ref. [54] data acquired from metering devices are stored as energy
transactions on the blockchain. A smart contract is deployed for each
distributed energy prosumer (DEP) enrolled in the demand response
program proposed by the authors. These smart contracts check the
compliance of each DEP to the desired energy proﬁle, calculate the
associated rewards and penalties and decide the deﬁnition of new demand response events. The validation of the proposed model is done
through a simulation of a grid with 12 DEPs using energy traces of UK
building datasets. The Ethereum protocol was used for the operation of
the P2P network and the smart contracts are written in Solidity.
The application of DSM on blockchain-based energy markets is
studied in Refs. [51,53]. Ref. [53] describes a non-cooperative game
theoretic algorithm among consumers and a utility for DSM. The
implementation is based on blockchain, and smart contracts are developed for the realization of the distributed DSM application. As authors
point out, the emergence of blockchain technology led to an increase of
the number of participants entering the market and to reduced operating
costs. C. Dang et al. [51] also conclude that the proposed new market
structures can provide signiﬁcant cost reduction to end users.
K.L. Xiang et al. [57] built a blockchain network whose peers are pure
electrical vehicles and battery energy storage systems. A smart contract
determines the rules for an automatic demand response program and
executes the payments.
Decentralized transactive energy systems are studied in Ref. [55] and
a transactive management infrastructure based on blockchain is proposed. Authors propose a novel consensus protocol for P2P energy exchanges named Proof of Energy. Comparing the two consensus
algorithms proposed in Refs. [21,55], Proof of Energy is mainly based on
the market dynamics while Proof-of-OPF is based on power network
optimization.
Blockchain is an enabling technology for demand response programs
through smart contracts. The rules of these programs are translated into
code and they are shared between utilities, consumers and prosumers
through smart contracts. Like in the case of energy markets, large scale

4.7. Security and privacy
A data protection framework based on blockchain that enhances the
robustness and security of the power grid is presented in Ref. [76].
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4.8. Focusing on other aspects

R. Casado-Vara et al. [69] study how blockchain could be used to
detect non-technical losses on the power grid. Blockchain is used as a
shared database among power utilities while machine learning tools are
applied to the data to detect electrical fraud.
Refs. [68, 71-75, 78-79] focus on security and privacy issues arising in
blockchain based energy systems and propose solutions.
Works presented in Refs. [77,78] attempt to explore the application of
blockchain and smart contracts to improve smart grid cyber resiliency
and secure transactive energy applications. Authors claim that the combination of PNNL’s Buildings-to-Grid Cyber Testbed and the connected
campus is a realistic environment for the simulation of blockchain applications for transactive energy. The simulations in such a realistic
environment will help improve the state of the art and use blockchain to
create a more resilient grid.
In Ref. [71] a system that provides transparency, provenance and
immutability is proposed. According to the authors, this system will solve
the issue of customers’ data manipulation and customers’ ignorance on
the details of their energy usage proﬁle. The blockchain based system
proposed is based on a blockchain network and a smart contract.
The use of multiple authority attribute-based signature to protect the
privacy of a microgrid’s data is studied in Ref. [73]. The approach proposed allows users to exchange data making it impossible for other entities to modify or misuse these data.
Refs. [68,74] focus on the privacy preservation issue that comes with
the use of the distributed ledger technology on the transactive grid. They
claim that transaction level data provide greater insights into prosumer’s
behavior compared to smart meters. In Ref. [74] a trading workﬂow
called PETra (Privacy-preserving Energy Transactions) is presented.
PETra is built on distributed ledger technology and proven techniques for
anonymity, such as mixing services, randomly generated anonymous
addresses, anonymous communication identiﬁers and onion routing. In
Ref. [68] authors describe how the communication and transaction
mechanisms of PETra can be extended to provide anonymity. The solution they propose is the use of garlic routing and ring signatures. The
combination of the two methods provides anonymity on the whole chain
of transactions both on the network communication layer and on the
distributed ledger transaction layer.
A distributed energy management application in terms of security is
studied in Ref. [70]. A number of different attack types were considered
and ﬁnally a digital identity management algorithm was proposed. The
application is a distributed application based on a smart contract
deployed on an Ethereum network.
Refs. [72,75,79] study applications of blockchain on Industrial
Internet of Things (IIoT).
An energy blockchain for energy trading together with a credit-based
payment scheme are presented in Ref. [75]. Security and performance
analysis provides evidence for the efﬁciency and effectiveness of the
design.
A credit-based mechanism is also proposed in Ref. [72]. Unlike the
study of Z. Li et al. [75], in study [72] the credit-based mechanism is used
as a basis for the design of a new credit-based PoW consensus algorithm
for IoT devices. The new consensus algorithm is integrated with a data
authority management method to regulate the access to sensor data.
Preliminary results demonstrate that the proposed design is secure and
efﬁcient in IIoT.
Study [79] redesigns the traditional IIoT architecture through a
blockchain-based approach using security and privacy models. The new,
partially decentralized architecture is compared against the traditional
one through experimentation. Results show that the new architecture
enhances security and privacy requirements considerably.
Both security and privacy of decentralized blockchain applications
are subjects that require solutions. The open access to transaction data of
public blockchains can cause both privacy and security issues. Also the
security of different consensus algorithms available today in combination
with the decentralization level selected for a blockchain is under
consideration.

Ref. [80] studies the policy implications of the direct participation of
energy consumers in the market. More speciﬁcally, the article studies the
legal and policy consequences of the direct peer-to-peer transactions
among prosumers.
The appropriateness of blockchain as a communication technology
for P2P energy markets is studied in Ref. [83]. The requirement in data
communication of blockchain managed energy markets is compared to
the requirements of centrally operated real-time energy markets. Authors
ﬁnd that decentralized P2P energy markets have ten times higher demand in bandwidth compared to markets operated by utilities.
Ref. [84] studies the possibilities deriving from blockchain technology for new business models concerning Energy Service Companies.
These business models include new ways for raising equity and debt. Also
authors considered two data exchange architectural conﬁgurations for
Energy Service Companies utilizing blockchain technology.
The concept of Crowdsourced Energy Systems is presented in Ref. [86].
An algorithm that allows the participants of a market to reach a market
equilibrium is presented. This algorithm is implemented on smart contracts while the communication of the participants is enabled through a
blockchain network. The implementation is based on Hyperledger Fabric
and the consensus algorithm used is Practical Byzantine Fault Tolerance.
Review article [82] presents blockchain based projects with application on microgrids. Authors focus on start-up approaches and attempt
to technically compare them.
Study [87] lists a number of cases in which blockchain technology
could be used to provide beneﬁt to the power grid while H. Felix et al.
[81] illustrate the effectiveness of blockchain and big data technologies
on solving the issues Energy Internet faces today.
Finally A. Pieroni et al. [85], study the application of blockchain and
smart grid technologies in the context of a smart city.
In this last subsection we present studies that focus on aspects
different from the ones presented in the previous subsections. The issue
that, to our opinion, needs further study is the policy implications of P2P
energy trading.
5. Horizon 2020 projects
Many countries provide opportunities for funding projects that
involve blockchain and energy. China and the USA are the leaders in this
direction too. In this study we consider only the EU efforts. EU through
Horizon 2020, its ﬁnancial instrument coupling research and innovation,
has been systematically supporting the penetration of blockchain technology into the energy sector. This section is devoted to associated projects. In Table 2 we present the basic characteristic of these projects. We
provide our brief description for each one of them right after (see
Table 3).
TESTBED [89] is a Research and Innovation Staff Exchange (RISE)
project under Horizon 2020 Marie Skłodowska-Curie Actions (MSCA).
The primary focus of the project is to address the difﬁculties of data
transmission in smart grids. In this context, project participants consider
the challenges and opportunities blockchain technology brings [2].
Table 2
List of EU supported projects.
Acronym

Purpose

Start

End

Refs

TESTBED
P2P-SmartTest
CROSSBOW
Future Flow
Defender
eDream
SealedGRID
SOFIE

Data transmission in smart grids
P2P trading
Energy markets
Balancing services
Security
Community energy systems
Security
IoT

2017
2015
2017
2016
2017
2018
2018
2018

2019
2017
2021
2019
2020
2020
2021
2020

[89]
[90]
[91]
[92]
[93]
[94]
[95]
[96]

Note: P2P: peer to peer; IoT: Internet of Things.
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SOFIE is based on the idea of using interconnected distributed ledgers
as a cornerstone to build decentralized business platforms that support
the interconnection of diverse IoT systems. The project promises to create
three pilots in three different sectors: food chain, gaming, and energy
market.

P2P-SmartTest [90] is an already completed Horizon 2020 innovation
action project. In Ref. [112] authors, in the context of the project, present
a review of the existing P2P Energy Trading Projects. The conclusions of
the review include the belief that blockchain is considered to be a very
promising technique which can simplify the metering and billing system
of the P2P energy trading market.
CROSSBOW [91] stands for CROSS BOrder management of variable
renewable energies and storage units enabling a transnational Wholesale
market. This Horizon 2020 project’s main goal is the development and
deployment of a set of technological solutions which will enable
increasing the shared use of resources to foster transmission networks
cross-border management of variable renewable energies and storage
units. These solutions will enable a higher penetration of clean energies
whilst reducing network operational costs and improving economic
beneﬁts of RES and storage units. In this project blockchain will be used
in the implementation of the market platform. As it is mentioned on their
web-page: a novel orchestrated multi-nodal market platform will be
adapted and deployed, which will allow market players to integrate and
inter-operate on the distributed concepts with a minimum set of
harmonized technical and data requirements for market participation.
Future Flow [92] is a Horizon 2020 research project. The stated
objective of this project is to design and pilot test comprehensive
techno-economic models for open and non-discriminatory access of
advanced consumers and distribute generators to a regional platform for
balancing and re-dispatching services. Blockchain is used in pilots of this
project to study if the use of blockchain could allow for trusted information, such as device features, and standard compliance information to
be published in an elegant, safe, and low-cost way.
Defender [93], a Horizon 2020 innovation project, studies critical
energy infrastructures’ security, resilience and self-healing “by design”.
Defender will adapt, integrate, upscale and validate a number of technologies and deploy them within an integrated framework to address
these issues. Blockchain is not at the center of this project, its technology
will be leveraged for providing peer-to-peer trustworthiness.
eDream [94] is a research Horizon 2020 project, with their ﬁrst
publication [54] discussed in a previous section. eDream works on the
redesign of traditional market approaches and smart grid operations.
Their aim is the creation of novel decentralized and community-driven
energy systems fully exploring local capacities, constraints and Virtual
Power Plants-oriented optimization in terms of local and secure grid
nodes stabilization.
SealedGRID (MSCA-RISE) studies security threats inherent to Smart
Grid from the ICT sector, privacy issues and new vulnerabilities, related
to the speciﬁc characteristics of the smart grid infrastructure. The SealedGRID research project aims to provide a solution providing advanced
security features in existing systems, like SCADA and telemetry systems.

6. Entrepreneurial efforts
We start this section with a particular effort that is rather characteristic. It involves ENGIE, a multinational electric utility giant company
operating mainly in the ﬁeld of energy transition, which recently partnered with LEDGER, a blockchain start-up, to create a device that automates data collection at the source of green energy production such as
wind turbines, solar panels or hydro-power.
ENGIE plans to utilize LEDGER’s hardware wallet for cryptocurrency
and to safely record data in blockchains in order to be used in other
decentralized applications in the future such as energy traceability, P2P
trading, crowdfunding and several others. The main target is to build a
device, and its operating system, that will provide a global solution, being
blockchain-agnostic and compatible with a number of blockchain
implementations. This device is directly integrated into distributed
renewable energy sources and will presumably secure data through
asymmetric cryptography [2].
Apart from electricity, ENGIE explores blockchains for metering
water and heat and has plans for similar applications for gas [113]. It is in
fact seeking new collaboration with other companies (like Air Products
[114]) to trace, verify and certify the green energy used in their
manufacturing processes.
In Fig. 6 we can see the industries’ leading blockchain technology
adaption according to PwC Global Blockchain Survey [115]. Financial
services are the leader in leveraging blockchain technology, while energy
and utilities sector is the second most active sector together with industrial products and manufacturing.
In this section we present selected entrepreneurial efforts of the energy industry exploiting blockchain technology. In Table 3 we have
summarized the characteristics of these entrepreneurial efforts.
Energy Web Foundation (EWF), a global non-proﬁt organization, has
built an Ethereum based client and a public test blockchain network. This
client is Ethereum based and more speciﬁcally it is based on Parity’s
implementation of Ethereum. The consensus algorithm used is Aura, a
Proof-of-Authority algorithm. This network serves as an infrastructure
for the foundation’s afﬁliates to build solutions and run use cases.
PJM-Environmental Information Services recently joined EWF. PJMEIS is a wholly-owned subsidiary of PJM Connext, L.L.C., (Audubon, PA,
USA) itself a subsidiary of PJM Interconnection. PJM Interconnection is
the power grid operator and wholesale market administrator for a 13state region of the USA serving 65 million people . The goal of this
cooperation is the creation of a pilot, by the end of the ﬁrst quarter of
2019, for the Generation Attribute Tracking System (GATS) administered
by PJM-EIS. This pilot will use EWF’s solutions based on blockchain and
will allow PJM-EIS to evaluate the potential beneﬁts of blockchain
technology in order to improve the security, transparency, and transaction costs of GATS.
Brooklyn Microgrid [98] is an energy project developed by LO3 energy and partners including Siemens AG and Centrica Innovations. This
project is one of the ﬁrst projects leveraging blockchain technology for
P2P energy trading. The aim of this project is to study how the technology of blockchain can enable instant trading of solar energy between
neighborhoods. More speciﬁcally, since April 2016, a pilot project runs in
Brooklyn, which studies how buildings equipped with distributed energy
resources can be integrated into a decentralized P2P electricity network.
Five buildings, participating in the program, have installed photovoltaic
systems on their top ﬂoor and produce energy. The amount of energy not
consumed by these buildings is sold to ﬁve neighboring households.
Buildings are connected through the conventional power network, while
transactions are managed and stored by a central system based on

Table 3
List of Entrepreneurial efforts.
Acronym

Platform

Token

ICO

Market
Cap

Refs

ENGIE
LO3

LEDGER
Exergy

TEO
Exergy

-

-

PowerLedger

Ethereum

$34 m

$51.04 m

Electron
Gridþ
WePower
Verv VLUX
Irene
Lition
Enosi
Share&Charge
SolarCoin
Intele
Equigy

Ethereum
Ethereum
Ethereum
Ethereum
Stellar
Ethereum
Ethereum
Ethereum
Litecoin
-

POWR,
Sparkz
GRID, BOLT
WPR
VLUX
TLU
LITION
JOUL
SLR
-

[97]
[98,
99]
[100]

$40 m
$40 m
Expected
Expected
$2 m
Expected
-

$5.55
$8.23
$3.25
$2.09
-

[101]
[102]
[103]
[104]
[105]
[106]
[107]
[108]
[109]
[110]
[111]

m
m

m

m

Note: Market Capitalization of June 2019.
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Fig. 6. Industries developing blockchain today. (Adapted from Ref. [115])

producers can issue energy tokens which represent energy they commit
to produce and deliver. These tokens can be seen as a contract between
energy producers and consumers. WePower platform wants to build
through energy tokenazition a global energy market and improve the
currently existing investment ecosystem.
Verv [104] is developing a platform for trading at the grid edge. P2P
trading will occur inside local communities. Trading will be executed on
private blockchain networks, one for each community. Local community
ledgers will publish a digest of all transactions to the public Ethereum
ledger on a daily basis. All transactions taking place on Verv’s trading
platform will be conducted using VLUX tokens, while the daily digest of
data to Ethereum public ledger will include transaction fees paid in Ether.
Verv wants to differentiate its self from other efforts by combining
blockchain with data analytics, machine learning and IoT.
Irene [105] is not a trading platform but an electricity supplier. Irene
buys electricity from producers, at market prices or at the price they are
entitled to, and sells it back to consumers at Irene’s retail tariff. Energy
consumers can freely choose the energy producers from which they wish
to energy from. Irene guarantees to the participating producers that all
their available energy will be purchased. If the energy is not purchased by
the participating consumers Irene sells the excess amount of energy back
to the grid at wholesale price. The main difference between Irene and
other efforts is the fact that Irene has used the Stellar blockchain
implementation. Tellus token is used inside Irene network and Stellar’s
option to customize tokens so they can meet AML compliance regulation
is used.
Lition [106] is a licensed energy supplier in Germany who has build a
decentralized energy market based on blockchain. Lition serves more
than 700 households across Germany and in partnership with SAP is
building a proprietary blockchain solution. Lition’s main focus is on P2P
energy transactions between consumers and producers directly, avoiding
all the intermediaries. Also Lition pays special attention to consumers’
data privacy. Lition is expected to launch its ICO in 2019 which will sell
tokens on the Ethereum public network.
Enosi [107] is a not-for-proﬁt organization that leverages the
distributed ledger technology to transform the energy industry. Enosi
aims to combine smart metering data with distributed ledger technology
and provide new protocols and actors’ roles to energy market
participants.
Share&Charge [108] is an open network developed by MotionWerk
and its partners. It works on a decentralized digital protocol for EV
charging. Share&Charge introduces a way for P2P car charging based on
Ethereum BlockChain. Consumers will be able to control smart charging
poles using an application without the intervention of an intermediary.

blockchain. Apart from the Brooklyn Microgrid project, LO3 has developed Exergy, a permissioned platform designed to create a democratized
energy marketplace through facilitating participation using blockchain
technology.
Power Ledger [100] has developed a private Proof-of-Stake blockchain named EcoChain. EcoChain is currently in use in trials, while a
transition to a modiﬁed fee-less Consortium Ethereum network is under
development. Power Ledger uses this private/consortium network to
handle the transactions for P2P energy trading while a public Ethereum
blockchain is used to offer their POWR tokens to end users and exchanges. Power Ledger uses a second token named Sparkz, which is issued against escrowed POWR tokens. Sparkz tokens are used by
applications hosted on Power Ledger’s platform. These applications
include P2P trading, wholesale market settlement, autonomous asset
management, EVs and more, with each level of development varying
from conceptual design to operational.
Electron [101] is a UK- based tech company harnessing blockchain to
design new platforms and services for energy sector. Electron’s main
products, as they are presented on their web page, include a meter
registration platform, a ﬂexibility trading platform and community energy projects. At the end of 2017 Tokyo Electric Power Company
(TEPCO) invested in Electron according to the press release [116]. The
two companies state that together they will explore the potential to
change the existing centralised structures to decentralized systems in
energy transactions. However, this was not the ﬁrst time TEPCO invested
in a blockchain startup company. In 2017 TEPCO signed a memorandum
of understanding with Gridþ. This cooperation aimed at exploring how
blockchains can enable peer-to-peer power transactions.
Gridþ [102] is building a hardware and a software stack. A smart
agent that stores cryptocurrencies, processes payments and programmatically buys and sells electricity and a software stack making the
payments. Short term plans include the operation of Grid þ as an energy
retailer. Compared to current retailers Grid þ claims to lower variable
costs, enable real-time payments and offer lower prices to consumers.
Long term plans include enabling dynamic pricing computing real-time
dynamic distribution costs, P2P markets and integration of wholesale
market in the retail market. Grid þ has issued two crypto-tokens, BOLT
and GRID. BOLT is a stable currency with each BOLT being redeemable
for $1 worth of energy on the Grid þ platform. GRID tokens were sold in a
token sale, every GRID has the right to purchase 500 kWh of electricity at
the wholesale price available to Grid þ platform. Grid þ plans to work on
Ethereum future Raiden network.
WePower [103] introduces itself as a blockchain-based green energy
trading platform. WePower enables energy tokenization, energy
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integration of the independent parts of a power network into a concrete
whole. The effectiveness of such an integration has been the focus of
many theoretical and recently practical efforts.
Through our study we have been realized that most efforts in this
direction are implicitly or explicitly based upon the Digital Twin concept.
This concept has been successfully utilized within other engineering
areas (e.g. manufacturing, healthcare, automotive). Unfortunately, we
were unable to identify any efforts that try to bring the associated good
practices, systems or methodologies from these areas into the energy
sector.
The crucial question that needs to be answered nowadays is the
following: Is blockchain technology the one that will make a decisive
contribution to the completion of the so-called energy transition? Some
answers to speciﬁc questions that the research and development community working on blockchain and Smart Grids has attempted to give are
the following:
Why blockchain?

Share&Charge goal is to offer a fully automated, global authentication,
billing, and pricing solution without an intermediary. Share&Charge 1.0
was based on Ethereum’s public blockchain network but due to challenges faced described in this post [117] Share&Charge 2.0 will be based
on a consortium blockchain network. Main obstacles faced on the public
network include transaction fees and pending transactions.
SolarCoin [109] is a digital currency. The owner of a solar system,
when joining the SolarCoin network is eligible to receive a 1 SolarCoin,
from SolarCoin Foundation, for each 1 MWh of solar electricity produced.
SolarCoins can be used as digital currency or they can be traded for
government currencies (ﬁat) on global cryptocurrency exchanges. SoloarCoin is a cryptocurrency that mimics GoOs. SolarCoin has its dedicated
blockchain network. The implementation is based on a fork of LiteCoin’s
source code.
TenneT together with Vandebron and sonnen eServices have setup
two pilot projects in Netherlands and Germany accordingly. TenneT
together with the start-up company Vandebron are using ﬂexible storage
capacity of a network of interconnected EVs and charging points. In the
second pilot TenneT together with sonnen use ﬂexible storage capacity of
a network of interconnected home batteries. The distributed ﬂexibility is
accessed by blockchain technology. After proving the concept of integrating distributed ﬂexibility, TenneT has been developing its technology
in the Equigy project.
Equigy project [111] is a platform launched in Switzerland by the
transmission system operator Swissgrid and initialised by a joint consortium with TenneT and Terna. Equigy project is currently testing a
decentralized platform based on blockchain for crowd balancing services
offered by owners of small-scale assets. A trial in the Netherlands and
Germany has already proven the technical feasibility of the proposed
solution while new pilots are foreseen.
Intelen, a Greek company, in cooperation with University of Piraeus,
are currently implementing a system for peer-to-peer exchange of energy
between prosumers, using blockchain technology. This system will be a
part of Intelen’s digital platform, and will enable consumers to participate in real time energy markets. All peer-to-peer transactions will be
certiﬁed through blockchain technology, and special digital wallets will
also be used, which will be interconnected with the loyalty system of
Intelen’s platform [110].
In this section we present entrepreneurial efforts that are currently
applying blockchain technology in the energy sector. Some of the startups have initiated their coins through Initial Coin Offerings (ICO) and
some others are expected to do in the future. However, the rapid ICO
surge in 2017 incurred regulations. In September 2017, the People’s
Bank of China ofﬁcially banned ICOs, claiming that ICOs are a threat to
economic and ﬁnancial stability [118]. Governmental actions trying to
impose regulations on ICOs had an effect on their popularity while
Facebook, Twitter, and Google all banned ICO advertisements [119].

 Secure and transparent transactions between multiple members and
sources of distributed ownership.
 Autonomous distributed energy trading with low operating costs and
almost instantaneous conciliation and settlements.
 A trust-less system without the necessity for intervention or interpretation by any third party.
What are the beneﬁts of using blockchain in the energy sector?






Enhanced ﬁnance for distributed energy sources and battery storage.
Solution to the split-incentive problem with multi-owner properties.
Increased utilization and therefore value of network assets.
Easier access to energy markets even for owners of small-scale assets.
Provision of a decentralized platform for generating and sharing
power.

The fact that the needs of the electricity grid, such as those encountered with the entry of an increasing number of renewable sources, and
the wide spread of electric cars coincide with the possibilities offered by
the technology of blockchain makes us believe that its use in the energy
sector has a lot to offer.
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Appendix

7. Concluding remarks

For the reader’s convenience we provide on-line (https://www.mend
eley.com/community/real-time-energy-market-based-on-uniformpric
e-double-auction-and-blockchian/) all the related bibliography regardless if an item in it is mentioned or not in this study. We will do our best to
keep updating this bibliography as frequently as possible.

The number of ongoing studies and pilots clearly indicate that it is
actively investigated how blockchain technology can be used in the energy sector. It is apparent, from almost all studies considered, that the
main barriers identiﬁed are scalability issues and lack of large-scale
adoption.
Over the last two years many new businesses have been created and
consortia have been established. It is very characteristic that these consortia involve big companies from both the energy and the information
technology sectors which are commonly coupled with start-ups and
groups of researchers to examine new possibilities and create new or
added-value products. Primarily, these efforts focus on implementations
that include P2P energy trading and pricing applications. In particular,
the results of early pilot projects, like Equigy project [111], are promising
and provide evidence that blockchain can provide foundations for the
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